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PROGRAM GENERAL FEATURES
LOGIN SCREEN
User Name: The field where the user name to enter the program will be written.
Password: : It is the field where the password of the user who will log into the program will be written.
Language Selection: It is the area where the usage language of the program is selected. It is selected only once when
logging in.
Change Password: ‘Change Password’ the user can change their own password.
Watcher Mod: If it is activated, it extends the running time of order lists and some transactions. This situation
minimizes the possibility of freezing and locking. However, market makers, strategy orders users, etc. must not be
activated.

• Settings Screen
If the OMS option is selected in the Server field, the input settings can be defined manually.
IIS : It is the field where the name of the server where the database is located or the server IP is written.
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PROGRAM GENERAL FEATURES
LOGIN SCREEN
The errors that may be encountered on the login screen and their solutions are as follows;

Warning Message

What to Do

Database connection error

Check the server name or IP address of the
database to be connected . Check the access
permissions of the computer you are using to the
server to be connected.

If the server you are looking for is not in

ServiceURL in the OMS.ini file in the OMS folder

the server list

enter the correct IP in the field.

Incorrect entry

Check if your username or password is correct.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN

After entering the user code and password, the OMS-Derivatives Market(VIOP) screen will open when the connection is
established by clicking the "Login" button. The screen will come blank at first startup.
The forms to be selected from the Queries menu are opened and the screen design is made.
OMS (Main Menu) →Save Screen can be selected.
If OMS→Save on Exit options  are checked, it will open with the final version of the screen on subsequent entries. The
screen view opened for the first time will be as follows.
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1.Version Information

5.User Name

2.User Order Transaction Settings

6.Price Channel Connection

3.Transaction Windows

7.Transaction Channel Connection

4.Management Menu
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
VERSION
In the upper left corner is the active version of the program. If the program version is not up to date, problems may
occur in newly added features and functions. In order to update the version automatically, the "Update URL" field on
the login screen must be defined correctly.

INFORMATION SCREENS
In the lower left corner of the program, it is indicated whether it is linked to the connected user information, price and
transaction channel. Connection settings are instantly checked and updated.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
MENUS
• Main Menu
The Main Menu contains general settings regarding the program and screens. You can access the Save Screen, Save on
Exit, Screens, Help and Exit menus.
Screens are saved with the Save Screen or Save Screen As menu.
Recorded screens can be added from the "Screens" menu. If "Save on Exit" is selected, all settings are saved at exit.

The recorded screens can be managed from the "Trade Screens" section, accessed from Main Menu → Screens.
Previously saved screens and default screens can be loaded via this window.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
MENUS
• Queries
The data published by Derivatives Market(VIOP) market can be viewed from the Queries menu.
These menus and sub-menus provide access to screens in form that have standard features. A screen can be opened
more than once.

• Open Windows
It is the menu that enables quick access to the query screens opened on the program, and enables navigation on all
open screens. Brings the actively selected window to the foreground.

• Settings
Order settings, allowed accounts, customer and account-based parameter definitions can be made from the Settings
menu. Definitions made from the settings menu will affect the operation of the program on the order screens.
NOTE: Detailed information about order settings will appear in the description field below while waiting on a line. The
values that the parameters can take are included in the description field.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
MENUS
Order Settings: On this screen, the order screen type, the actions that the order screen will take after the order
submission, confirmation, information, warnings and order screen colors can be determined.
Alerts: On the alerts screen, there are visual and audible warning settings for users to be aware of their order
transactions.
After Order Send: Actions that should occur after order submission are indicated in this field on the order screen.
Before Order Send: Actions that must occur before order submission are indicated in this field on the order screen.
Order Form Color Settings: Order screen color can be determined with the parameters in this area.
Default Order Settings: Selection of the order screen and default settings that should be determined on the order
screen are selected in this area.
Order Mini Ticket: Settings related to the Order Mini Ticket are made in this area.. Fast order step number,
information screen etc.
Order Caption : Fields in the title of the order can be selected here.
Order Function Settings: Order screen functions are determined in this area. Number of orders to be sent with
'Enter', price auto complete etc.
Order State Settings: The position in which order windows will open can be adjusted here.
Shortcuts: The keyboard keys to open the order windows can be set in this field.
Allowed Accounts: This is the screen where the accounts you want to appear in the account tracking window are selected.  
Newly opened accounts can be allowed on this screen.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
MENUS
• Icons

1. Save Screen: Saves all changes made on active screens.
2. Recorded Screens: Quickly switches between registered screens.
3. Inspector: With the editor, all properties of the active window (text color, format, colors, column, line numbers,
etc.) can be changed.
4. Transaction Screens: All trading screens can be opened from here. (Positions, Account Tracking, Collaterals, etc.)
5. Order Screens: Opens the Buy and Sell order screen.
6. Order Ticket Screen: Open the order ticket screen.
7. Strategy Screen: It is used to automatically send buy and sell orders to the instruments during the roll period.
(There is a separate document detailing the strategy order.)
8. Option Watcher Screen: It is used to monitor option contracts according to their strike price.
9. Chain Order: Used to take profit, stop loss and enter chain orders on contracts.
10. Market Maker: Open the Market maker screen. (All features of the Market Making screen are explained in a
separate document.)
11. Account Watcher: Opens the screen showing all the information (order, position, collateral) of the account selected
among the authorized accounts.
12. Orders: Displays the entire order list..
13. Transactions: Displays all transactions.
14. Positions: Displays the list of all positions.
15. Underlying Position Summary: PDisplays positions on the basis of underlying assets.
16. Collaterals: Displays positions on the basis of underlying assets.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
QUERIES
Transactions, orders, depth information, institution and customer accounts, positions, corporate positions screen can
be opened from the queries menu.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
QUERIES
Messages: This is the screen where price and order channel system messages and order transmission messages are monitored..
Events: It is the screen that shows logs related to application connection and order responses..
Price Watcher: It is the screen where price data can be viewed on the basis of instruments. The price monitoring screen
can be customized according to user habits. Symbols can be added collectively on a market basis. (Details will be included in the symbol selection screen)
Depth: It is the screen where the depth level information of the selected symbol is displayed.
Account Watcher: It is the screen where customer collateral, position and order information can be monitored.
Orders: This is the screen where all orders delivered during the day are monitored.
Transactions: This is the screen listing the transactions made during the day.
Positions: It is the screen where positions are monitored for all accounts that are traded.
Underlying Position Summary: This is the screen where positions are monitored on the basis of underlying assets.
Collaterals: This is the screen where collateral information, start-up and maintenance collaterals are monitored on account basis.
Corporate Position Summary: This is the screen where all user positions transacting through the institution are monitored.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
QUERIES
• General Form Settings:

Inspector screen; Ctrl+F11 press or rıght click on form → Inspector click.
1. Sorting can be made according to field titles.
2. Any headgear can be moved with the mouse.
3. For forms with contract codes, F2 opens the Buy order screen and F12 the Sell order screen. If there is price
information of the contract in the selected row, this information is copied to the order screen.
4. Replace and Cancellation process can be done on order forms.
5. Pop-up menu opens with right click on all screens.
6. With the "Inspector", the structure and format of all forms can be changed. The "Inspector" which form is active
varies according to the properties of that form and provides advanced options.
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OMS-DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) SCREEN
QUERIES
• Pop-Up Menu Settings:
1. Pop-up menus can be accessed with a right click on the forms.
2. The order screen can be opened with the BUY / SELL option on each screen with a contract code.
3. Depth screen can be opened with right click on each screen with contract code.
4. The data on the screens can be transferred to Excel with the pop-up menu.
5. With the "Change Column Headings" option, fields not included in the form can be added.
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QUERIES SCREEN
PRICE WATCHER (LIST)
The price monitoring screen is a fixed screen that cannot be customized. Prices can be monitored by giving the Future
and Option Contracts filters. To sort by field titles, double click the title. You can open an unlimited number of screens
from the screen, and screen designs can be made for needs. From the pop-up menu that opens with a right click, you
can select order screens, depth, editor, etc. screens can be opened.
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QUERIES SCREEN
PRICE WATCHER
The price monitoring screen is fully customizable. Column headings, column selections, contract (s), display color and
font can be changed.
A different menu will open when right click on the column header. A screen view created with the group copy feature
can be duplicated left and right within the same frame. Created groups can be deleted. A row of a group can be deleted
without affecting other groups.

Menu that opens with a right click on the row.

Menu that opens with a right click on the column header.
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QUERIES SCREEN
PRICE WATCHER
• How to design price watcher screen?
When we open it for the first time, an empty price tracking screen opens;

First of all, it is necessary to determine the first column as the "Symbol" field.
Right click on the column → "Change Column Headings" → "Symbol" can be selected.
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QUERIES SCREEN
PRICE WATCHER
Or → Open the popup menu → Inspector screen and move the 'Symbol' title on the first column.
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QUERIES SCREEN
PRICE WATCHER
Drag and drop the fields on this screen can be used to add other columns.
The added lines can be deleted by → right click → line delete.
The following options in the Settings menu can be used to reduce the price monitoring screen and the screen.
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QUERIES SCREEN
DEPTH
Depth screen can be opened by double clicking on the contract line of the price monitoring screen or any screen or by
selecting → right click → Depth option. If → right click → BUY / SELL option is selected on the price in the level on the
depth screen, an order can be prepared at that price. In order to change the depth screen format or the settings on it,
→ the 'Inspector' screen that will open with a right click is used.
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QUERIES SCREEN
ACCOUNT WATCHER
By selecting the relevant account on the account tracking screen, transactions can be entered into that account. Since
the account is selected in the "Account" field and the favorite button is clicked, the account number will be added to
the screen as a tab. It is possible to switch quickly between the accounts added to the screen.
BUY / SELL, order replace and cancellation can be done from the pop-up menu opened with a right click in all fields
where the contract code is included. A prepared order can be copied.
The first part of the account tracking screen includes customer account and collateral information. The second part
includes position information of the account. In the third part, orders can be followed and managed.
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QUERIES SCREEN
ACCOUNT WATCHER
1. Collateral Detail Screen: Collateral details related to the selected account can be accessed at the top of the screen.
In the fields expressed as WP, the calculated collateral are shown by including passive orders.
2. Position Summary Screen: All positions opened are grouped and displayed on a contract basis. Short / Long
position, Cost and Profit / Loss information can be monitored.
If right click 'Close Position' option is selected on the summary screen, all positions in the relevant contract will be
closed without warning.
3. Order Watcher Screens:
Waiting Orders: In this section, orders that are transmitted to the stock exchange but not executed are listed. On the
open orders, replace can be made by right clicking 'Order Replace' option or double clicking..
Filled: Orders submitted and executed to the exchange are located under this tab.
Cancelled: Orders canceled and not submitted to the exchange due to any error are followed under this tab.
Transactions: This is the screen where the executed orders are followed.
Transaction Summary: This is the screen where positions are summarized in detail on the basis of Buying, Selling and
Net.
All Orders: This is the screen where all orders are displayed without status filter.
Template Orders: Orders that are prepared but not delivered to the stock exchange are located under this tab. Orders
held in this area can be forwarded to the stock exchange when requested.
Synthetic Orders: Synthetic orders are orders created according to the rules requested by the users. Take Profit / Stop
Loss and Chain orders are managed in this section.
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COST AND PL CALCULATIONS
ACCOUNT SUMMARY SCREEN CALCULATIONS
The totals of contract-based P / L calculation items (Figure-2) in the middle of the "Account Summary" tab (Figure-1) of
the OMS Terminal Account Monitoring screen are shown.

Account Track Section (Picture-1)

Position Monitoring Section Picture-2)

PL CALCULATIONS IN POSITION SECTION
1. Unrealized PL: (Last Settlement - Unrealized Cost ) x Position Qty x Nominal Value
2. PL: (Last Settlement – Net Cost) x Position Qty x Nominal Value
3. Unrealized PL (RT) : (Last – Unrealied Cost) x Position Qty x Nominal Value
4. Unrealized PL (RT) (Net) : (Last – Net Cost) x Position Qty x Nominal Value
In the calculation of multi-currency contracts (EURUSD, XAUUSD ... etc.); It is multiplied by the interbank average
exchange rate in the risk parameter file announced hourly by Takasbank.
Note: When the Normal Session is closed (18:15), the amount in the "Daily PL" indicator numbered 2 in the account
summary is added to the account by Takasbank the next day. As the "Net Cost" will change as a result of the
transactions made in the evening session, the "Daily PL" field number 2 is added to the cost of the evening session
transaction price and the indicator is updated according to this account in the evening session. PL (T+ 1) made in the
evening session is added by Takasbank at the end of the next day. The settlement price is not announced in the evening
session. Therefore, the "Daily PL" indicator is updated only by adding the actual transaction price of the Index Futures
contracts made in the evening session to the Net Cost.
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COST AND PL CALCULATIONS
PL CALCULATIONS IN POSITION SECTION
• PL Calculation in Multi-currency Contracts
Since the F_EURUSD0820 contract in the sample account is a transferred contract from yesterday, the Cost items are
seen as the previous settlement.
In the calculation of profit and loss, it is also multiplied by the interbank average exchange rate determined by
takasbank.

Unrealized Cost: When opening the position, the actual transaction price of the order given is taken as basis. In the
screenshot below, 1 contract is the 455.46 actual transaction price of the last order while opening the F_XAUTRYM0820
contract. There is 1 contract F_XAUTRYM0820 in the Positions section. For this reason, the Unrealized Cost of this contract has been determined as 455.460.

COST CALCULATIONS IN POSITION SECTION
Net Cost:
a. If the position is opened during the day, Net Cost is calculated based on the actual transaction price.
The cost of positions moved from yesterday is offset over yesterday's settlement price and is included in the cost
calculation.
Example: When we look at the F_XAUTRYM0820 contract, it seems that it does not have a position from yesterday.
Today, 2 long, 2 short and 1 long positions were opened. According to the transaction prices made during the day, we see
it as 459.89 in the table below (Table-1).
Cost

Quantity

Total

455.46

1

455.46

455.67

-1

-455.47

461

-1

-461

461

2

922
459.89

Order Total (Tablo-1)
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COST AND PL CALCULATIONS
COST CALCULATIONS IN POSITION SECTION
b. Net Cost Calculation in Rollover Position Accounts

Unrealized Cost and Net Cost columns are different. When we look at the positions of the user, we see that he has 20
long positions. When we examine it in detail in the transaction summary section, it is seen that the transferor are 40
longs, and they fall to 20 positions with 20 short trades.
In the transaction summary, the Net Cost column shows us the average cost of the transactions made during the day.
Since the cost came from the previous settlement prices of 40, the "Net Cost" in the positions section is calculated as
the sum of these two.

Transaction Summary (Figure-3)
Quantity

Cost

Total

Transfer

40

459,67

18386,8

Today

-20

465,28

-9305,6

Net

20

9081,2

Net Cost

454,06
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COST AND PL CALCULATIONS
VIOP PL REPORT (SUMMARY)

VIOP PL Report (Summary) (Picture-5)
This report shows two different profit and loss. The calculations of these two profit and loss are shown below.
In addition, the price of the executed transactions is included in the calculation using the FIFO method.
1. PL : (Cost - Settlement) x Position Qty x Nominal Value
2. Position PL : (Cost – Last) x Position Qty x Nominal Value

VIOP PL REPORT (DETAIL)
In the VIOP PL Report (Detail) section, there is a detailed display of the summary report in Picture-6. The actual orders
of the closed and open positions are shown separately. There are also subtotals for each contract.

VIOP PL Report (Detay) (Picture-6)
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QUERIES SCREEN
ORDERS
All orders submitted during the day through the program can be viewed on the "Orders" screen. Quick action with
"Cancel Bids", "Cancel Asks", "Cancel All", "Order Bids Market", "Order Asks Market", "Cancel Selected", "Amend to
Market" correction buttons for all orders with open status can be done.
Queries → Trade Windows → Orders → Right click on row → Filter
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QUERIES SCREEN
ORDERS
Quick action keys can be used by authorized users.
To authorize a user "quick action": Yetki Tanımları → Application Permission → User Application Permission
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QUERIES SCREEN
POSITIONS
Position information of all accounts within the user's authority can be viewed on this screen. Positions can be closed
with a single click. Positions can be listed by filtering all accounts, selected accounts or symbol based.
Queries → Trade Windows → Positions → Right click on row → Filter
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QUERIES SCREEN
COLLATERALS
Cash Collateral, Initial Margin, Available Margin, Continuing Margin information of all authorized accounts can be
viewed on this screen. Since the collaterals are calculated instantaneously, the accounts approaching Margin Call can
be monitored instantly. In addition, by filtering the collateral fields, risky accounts can be monitored instantly according
to their risk status.
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QUERIES SCREEN
POSITION SUMMARY
Account summary grouped on account and symbol basis can be viewed on this screen. While the position of a single
account can be monitored on the account tracking screen, the positions of all accounts can be viewed on this screen.
With the right click filter option, you can set the account filter from the menu on the left.
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QUERIES SCREEN
CORPORATE POSITION SUMMARY
It is the screen where all current positions are listed in all accounts of my institution. By defining a symbol filter on the
screen, it can be monitored instantaneously how much position in which symbol within the institution. Since it will
show the positions of all accounts on symbol basis, the position risk of the institution can be monitored on this screen.
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QUERIES SCREEN
MESSAGES
The fate of the orders transmitted on the messages screen can be monitored instantly. In addition, price and trading
channel status information can be followed. Details of rejected orders can also be viewed on this screen.
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QUERIES SCREEN
EVENTS
Systematically broadcast messages can be followed on the events screen. System entry, exit, session opening and
closing situations can be monitored.
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ORDERS SCREEN
NORMAL ORDER
In the program, order screens can be opened with the BUY / SELL option that can be accessed from the right click popup menu on all screens where the contract code is located. Again, order screens can be opened by pressing F2 for Buy
and F12 for Sales in any area of the program.

Confirmation: If the order confirmation option is open, when the "Send" button is clicked on the order, the confirmation
screen is opened and the confirmation is waited. If the confirmation option is turned off, this screen will not open and
the order will be sent directly to the exchange.
Information: In order for an information message to appear after sending an order, the option must be selected.
Buy/Sell: It is used to convert the order screen from buying to selling, from selling to buying.
Add Custom Order: It is used to add a prepared order to the ‘Account Watcher → Template Orders’ tab. These orders
are not transmitted to the stock exchange and kept in the system.
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ORDERS SCREEN
SMALL ORDER
The small order screen requires a minimum of space. Many definitions that can be made on the normal order screen
can also be made on the small order screen.
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ORDERS SCREEN
EXTENDED ORDER
The advanced order screen offers the user the opportunity to give fast and controlled orders with its many features. It
can be expanded or collapsed by clicking the icons at the top.

Account: In this section, the most used customer accounts are defined and quick transactions are provided.
Buy, Sell, Price, Limit Up, Limit Down:The market price of the selected symbol can be instantly monitored on the order
screen.
Risk Information: The risk status of the selected account can be followed on the order screen.
Graphic: By watching the graphic of the selected symbol instantly, limit price or condition price can be added on the
graphic.
Depth: Depth screen can be followed on the order screen. Price selection can be made on the depth screen.
Transactions: Transactions in the market can also be followed on the order screen.
Template Order: If orders belonging to the account selected on the order screen were sent using the sub account code,
they can be followed in the ready order field.
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ORDERS SCREEN
ORDER REPLACE
The order replace screen can be opened from the pop-up menu opened with a right click on the pending order.
Contract and account information cannot be changed, price and quantity fields can be changed since there is a replace
process.
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ORDERS SCREEN
ORDER CANCEL
Orders with open status can be canceled. Order cancel can be performed by selecting the "Order Cancel" option from
the right click pop-up menu on the pending orders screen or by pressing the shortcut keys on the same screen.
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ORDERS SCREEN
MINI TICKET
By pressing the desired price button on the mini ticket screen, orders can be entered at that moment and the orders
waiting at the level can be corrected by drag and drop method.
Note: Orders sent from the strategy screen and inactive orders are not included in the orders that appear on the level in
the mini ticket screen.
If the ready quantities defined as 1,10,100 are desired to be changed, right click on the field can be changed with the
"Assign amount" option.
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ORDERS SCREEN
STRATEGY ORDERS
The strategy order screen is for the use of investors who want to earn arbitrage income from the price differences
between the long and near term of a contract. The strategy screen parameters should be carefully studied and it is
recommended to run in simulation mode before trading in the market. There are parameters on the screen that keep
the operations under control and ensure stable operation. Explanations about the parameters are given below..
Strategy Order Permission: In order for a user to use the Strategy order, after the user is selected by clicking the Query
Filter button from the "Authorization Definitions → General Exchange Parameter → User Parameters" menu, the "Can
Send Strategy Order" parameter should be changed to "Yes".
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ORDERS SCREEN
STRATEGY ORDERS

Parameters:
Concurrent Canceled Rejected Count: If, for any reason, order pairs sent are canceled consecutively, cancellations are
limited with this parameter and the system is stopped when the specified value is reached.
Concurrent Order Preservation: It is a parameter added to prevent continuous order submission due to an error in the
system. If orders are sent outside the specified values, the system is stopped as a precaution. For example; If 10 orders
are sent in 1 second according to the order speed, the system is stopped.
Desired Max Amount: It refers to the maximum amount to be searched while checking the amount of orders waiting at
the active level for order submission by the system. If 5 is entered in the maximum quantity field, 5 orders will be sent
even if there are 6 pending orders in the active stage. A value equal to 5 and greater / equal to the minimum amount
parameter will be searched for in the step.
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ORDERS SCREEN
STRATEGY ORDERS
Desired Min Amont: It refers to the minimum amount to be searched while checking the amount of orders waiting at the
active level for order submission by the system. If 2 is entered in the minimum quantity field, no transaction will be made
if there is 1 pending order in the active level, a value equal to 2 and less than / equal to the maximum quantity parameter will be searched in the level.
Spread: It refers to the value to be sought between the active prices of the near term and long term contract. Orders will
be sent when there is a difference between active prices as much as the spread value. If the first order is fulfilled in an
order pair, the spread to be sought will be the difference between the actual order price and the active price of the
counter contract.
Desired Spread Condition: It expresses the mathematical comparison condition of the spread value. It can be defined
equal to or greater than / less than the specified value. "scGreaterorEqual": Greater or Equal, "scLessThanorEqual": Less
or Equal.
Desired Total Amount: It refers to the total amount of orders to be executed in the Near term and Far term contract. If
there is 1 realization in the near term and 1 in the long term, the total realized order is 1. The total amount is calculated
separately in each strategy order form. In this way, multiple accounts can be processed at different totals at the same
time.
Do Not Wait Order Fill To Send Other Pairs: If the parameter value is True / Yes, it will send new order pairs if the conditions are met, even if one leg of the sent order pair has not been fulfilled (it may have been rejected, canceled or not
fulfilled by the Exchange). If the parameter is False / No selected, the unrealized side of the order pair will wait until it is
realized.
First Order Can Be Sent: It is the field to choose whether the order will be sent to a short-term contract or a long-term
contract first. It is recommended that the contract with low liquidity be selected as the first contract to be processed.
"csFurtherContract": Long Future Contract, "csNearestContract": Short Future Contract, "csMinAmonutContract": Contract with low amount in active level.
Wait For Amount Update: If this parameter is selected Yes / True, the system waits for the quantity update before sending the order, if the price to be processed does not have the required level.
Wait Milliseconds After First Order Sent: After the first order is executed, if the confirmation of the order is obtained
from the exchange and the result is to be seen, the second order can be held for a while with this parameter. At the end
of the deadline, the second order is sent automatically.
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ORDERS SCREEN
STRATEGY ORDERS
• Strategy Order Other Fields
Simulation: It is used to test the strategy order screen without sending orders to the market. When the program is started by selecting the simulation option, the details about the operations can be followed step by step in the "Status" field.
Side: It is used to change the direction of the transaction instead of changing the selected contracts. Buy short term contract, sell long term or sell near term, buy far maturity direction can be changed with a single click.
Order Types: Strategy orders can be sent in GIE, KIE, KPY order types.
GIE (FOK): When this order type is used, one of the contracts can be canceled because the other is not realized. In addition, it is an order type that should be used to execute exactly the desired price.
KIE (IOC): When the order is submitted by selecting the cancel remaining option, the order will be executed at the specified price level, and will be canceled if there is any remaining amount.
KPY: When the order is submitted by selecting the write remainder as passive option, the order is executed at the specified price level, and the remaining amount remains at the level.
Spread: It expresses the difference between two contract prices. The spread value defined by the user as a parameter
and the instant spread value shown in the colored areas are constantly compared and the transactions are triggered
accordingly.
Left/Total: Remaining and total values are shown separately for each contract. Total value is the total amount of the
desired transaction, the remaining value is the value found by subtracting the actual amount from the total amount.
Min/Max Qty: It shows the amount values to be searched in the active step.
Trading Margin Panel: Collateral information and position information in selected contracts are displayed on this screen.
Resize Button: The strategy screen prepared to run can be minimized by pressing the button in the upper left corner.
Since more than one strategy screen can be opened, the minimization function is important to save space.
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If the strategy screen is
to be used for testing
purposes, the simulation
option can be selected.
Contract direction change
Collateral and Position
Information

It shows
the
current
spread
value.

It shows the remaining order
amount versus the total order quantity. As the orders
are fulfilled, the remaining
order amount increases.

It shows the minimum and
maximum order quantity to be placed.
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• New Strategy Screen

The new strategy screen uses the above mentioned parameters with default values. The above settings are not required on this screen. It has been developed to be more simple and user friendly.
Note: If the user will use this screen for the first time, it is important to set the "amount" and "total amount" fields as 1.
Amounts can be increased after understanding how the application works.
Customer: The customer account number to be processed must be selected in this field. Subaccount code is entered in
the blank field next to the customer field, if desired. The sub-account code enables the segregation of orders sent by
different users to the same account.
Simulation: If the simulation field is marked, the orders are shown assuming that they are realized when spread equality
is achieved without submitting the orders to the exchange.
Amount: If the spread is met, the minimum number of orders to be sent at a time is specified in this field. For example, if
this field is written as 5, it will not operate for the amount below 5 in the level.
Desired Total Amount: After the strategy screen is started, the total number of transactions to be executed and stopped
is indicated in this field.
Desired Spread Limit: It is used to control the upper and lower limit of the value to be written in the spread field. For
example, if 500 and 1000 are written in these fields, a value between 500 and 1000 should be written in the Spread field.
Spread: For sending strategy orders, the spread value to be searched between the tiers is entered in this field. The value
entered in the spread field is compared with the actual spread value in the market shown in yellow on the screen. Orders
are sent when the yellow field is equal to or greater/less than the spread value entered.
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• Working Principles of Order Types
The working logic of the program may change according to the selected order types. The working principles of the
program are explained step by step according to the order types in the table below. It is recommended to examine the
table in detail for the appropriate order type selection.

NEAR ORDER
A) GIE - GIE
A.1) GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

FAR ORDER
GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

It is not less than the total amount. The conditions
for the new order pair are checked.

A.2) GIE Filled    

GIE Filled

It is reduced by the "actual amount" from the total.
The conditions for the new order pair are checked.

A.3) GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

GIE Filled

A.4) GIE Filled

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

DESCRIPTION

It is not less than the total. The unfulfilled order is
tried to be sent again and waited for the realization
amount of the other order.
It is not less than the total. The unfulfilled order is
tried to be sent again and waited for the realization
amount of the other order.
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NEAR ORDER
B)   KPY - GIE

FAR ORDER

B.1) KPY Filled/Partial Filled GIE Filled

B.2) KPY Open/Partial Filled

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

B.3) KPY Cancelled

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

B.4) KPY Filed

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

B.5) KPY Not Filled

GIE Filled

DESCRIPTION
It is reduced by the actual amount from the total. It
continues to wait until the realization is completed
or canceled / rejected.
"KPY" order is sent to cancel. If the "KPY" order is
realized partially, the "GIE" order will be sent again
and waited.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
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NEAR ORDER
C)   KIE - GIE

FAR ORDER

C.1) KIE Filled

GIE Filled

C.2) KIE Open/Partial Filled

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

C.3) KIE Cancelled

GIE Not Filled
(Cancel)

C.4) KIE Filled

GIE Not Filled         
(Cancel)

C.5) KIE Not Filled

GIE Filled

DESCRIPTION
It is reduced from the total by the amount that is
shared. It continues to wait until the realization is
completed or canceled / rejected.
"KIE" is sent cancellation to the order. If the "KIE"
order is realized partially, the "GIE" order will be
sent again and waited for the actual amount.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
It is not less than the total. Total realizations are
checked. It is tried and waited to send new orders
as much as the difference to the contract with less
realization amount.
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Synthetic orders are orders created according to the rules determined at the request of the users. Synthetic orders are
automatically activated by monitoring market prices and orders and / or sent to the user as a notification.
There are two types of synthetic orders;

• TakeProfit and StopLoss Order
Take Profit and Stop Loss orders can be defined to a Passive Pending order (Passive Synthetic Order) or to the current
position (Active Synthetic Order). Alarms can be defined for Take Profit and Stop Loss Synthetic orders. If an alarm is
defined, an alarm is sent via the web service provided by the institution. If desired, only alarm can be sent without
sending orders..
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• Chain Order
Chain orders consist of a main order and more than one order group of different types and symbols attached to it. In
order to add chain orders, right click on the order list -> Add Chain Order or chain order option can be used during
order submission.
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OMS offers the infrastructure to make simultaneous transactions to the accounts to be determined by the user. By
selecting the "Settings Menu → VIOP Batch Order Account Groups" menu, the "New Group" button is clicked and a new
group is created. The accounts that need to be added to this group are transferred from the left side of the screen to
the right side and the screen is closed.
During order submission, an order can be transmitted simultaneously for all accounts by selecting the newly created
group instead of the account on the order screen. If the price is updated for one of the submitted orders, the orders will
be updated for all accounts. If an order is canceled, all orders are canceled.

During order submission, an order can be transmitted simultaneously for all accounts by selecting the newly created
group instead of the account on the order screen. If the price is updated for one of the submitted orders, the orders will
be updated for all accounts. If an order is canceled, all orders are canceled.
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An order screen can be filled quickly with the values to be defined from the OMS VIOP Ready Order Shortcuts menu.
When the order screen is opened after the definitions are made and the defined shortcut keys are pressed (eg CTRL +
1), the fields on the order screen will be filled.

If the "Open Ready Orders in New Window" option is selected in the Order Settings window, when the shortcut keys are
pressed, a new order window will be opened and filled according to the defined parameters.
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ORDER SETTINGS
Settings to be made on the order settings screen will enable the order screens to operate according to these settings.
The order settings made may require you to close and open the OMS depending on the situation. It is possible to
examine which features can be defined from the order settings screenshots.
In the order settings window, the following settings can be made regarding the order screen and sending;
1. Alerts
2. After Order Send
3. Before Order Send
4. Order Form Color Settings
5. VIOP Order Default Values
6. VIOP Order Caption
7. Order Function Settings
8. Order Extra Settings
9. Shortcuts
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• Default Folder:
Default/ Forms: Default form settings are stored in this folder when right click → Settings → Save Form as Default
option is selected in the operation screens.
Default/Internal: OMS menu Screens When Download New Screens option is selected, the downloaded screen files are
stored in this folder. (Screens are downloaded from a designated folder on a remote computer)

• Help Folder:
Help documents about the OMS system are stored in this folder.

• LogDir Folder:
OMS log files are stored in this folder. The files ………… .._ TradeChannel.log and ………… .._ PriceChannel.log are stored
in this folder. In order to create PriceChannel logs, the Price channel Log Active option must be selected as True in the
OMS Menu → Help → Logger Setting form and the OMS must be turned off and on again.

• Reports Folder:
The data exported from the OMS Export data menu are stored in the relevant folder under the reports folder. Users can
delete the files created in these folders and create new ones. Temp file is the temporary storage of exported excel files.

• Settings Folder:
Settings/Forms: It is the folder where the forms opened by clicking the OMS menus are saved. The positions of the
opened forms and the filters defined on the form are stored in files with .ps and .sett extensions in this area.
Settings/Lang: It is the area where the language files of users who log in to Oms are stored. The file created in this
area and the server and language options that are logged in are stored. In the next log, using this file, changing words
in the language file are checked and OMS is opened.
xtr: This folder is used by the system. Files should not be deleted.
FormPos.ini: It is the file that stores the form coordinates of the management screens.
Grid.ini: It is the file where the technical specifications of the management screens are stored.
…...Login: It is the file where the last login server, user and language settings are stored.
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• Temp Folder:
It is the folder where temporarily created files are stored.

• User Folder:
Internal/Default: It is the folder where the trade screens (forms) saved by the user logging in to OMS are stored. The
forms in this area are updated when the save screen or save on exit options are selected. If the forms in Internal are
deleted, the screens saved by the user will be deleted.

• OMS.exe:
It is the file that runs the OMS application. All the features related to the application are included in the exe. (Only with
Exe and ini files can be installed. When Exe is run, the system will create other files and folders automatically.)

• OMS.ini:
It is a file that stores various settings related to the application. The IP address of the connection information is
specified in this file. If there are regional settings that are desired to be used other than the regional settings used on
the computer, these settings can be specified in the ini file. The date format is like a period-comma separator.
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